itslearning for Personalisation

Everything you need to nurture each student’s personal learning journey.

Each learner is on a personal learning journey. The platform you choose to support that journey must provide a safe environment that encourages students to drive their own learning – in and out of the classroom. With itslearning, students can create, collaborate, communicate and self-reflect, while teachers can use platform features to make learning personal.

**Student Voice**
All learners want a chance to share opinions, express themselves and become active participants. Itslearning gives students a voice through discussion boards, surveys, communities, blogs, ePortfolios and Individual Learning Plans. Even reserved students can participate by posting comments to a course bulletin.

**Student Choice**
Learners want to make choices. With itslearning, students can choose study resources, as well as how they’d like to demonstrate understanding. The lesson planner helps teachers “design to the edges,” bringing together text, video and interactives, while giving students their choice of material. A device-agnostic, web-based platform like itslearning also gives students their choice of device, as well as when and where they want to learn.

**Self-Reflection**
With itslearning, students can self-reflect and make adjustments to their learning through blogs, ePortfolios and via Individual Learning Plans. ePortfolios can be used for student-led conferences, and can be shared internally and/or publicly to allow students to present work and get feedback.

**Personal Feedback on Progress Towards Mastery**
It’s challenging for teachers to give personal attention to each student. The interactive assignment rubrics in itslearning allow teachers to give each student concrete, actionable feedback on how well they have mastered each skill or criteria. Feedback can be recorded as audio or video. Students can use this feedback to edit and resubmit until mastery is reached.

Teachers can see how all students are performing according to learning objectives and use the recommendation engine to assign personalised tasks for remediation. Messaging tools also allow teachers to send messages to students who might need a kind word or an extra push.

**Let Students Create and Analyse – Not Just Consume**
Today’s students must master the four C’s: Communication, Collaboration, Creativity and Critical Thinking – and educators need to provide an environment that allows this learning to happen naturally. All learners want to work on projects where they can explore real-world problems and be inspired to obtain a deeper knowledge of the subjects they are studying.

“The students loved getting their own personal area on the learning platform. Everything was a lot more clearer and graphical. They loved the colours. They are ready to get stuck into using the platform.”

Russ Davies
Curriculum Coordinator of Design and Technology at Flint High School.
With itslearning, teachers can allow students to create surveys and analyse results. Students can create tests, assess peers and give feedback, as well as record their own voice or audio. Deeper learning requires learners to question, think, and create – and ultimately to take agency and ownership of their learning.

Features of itslearning for Personalisation

- Learning Objectives Progress Report
- Recommendation Engine
- Blogs
- Individual Learning Plans
- ePortfolios
- Surveys (internal or external)
- Permissions to create and analyse
- Threaded Discussion Boards
- Embedding of multimedia content
- Messaging

- Assignments with personal feedback via rubrics
- Calendar for events and resource booking
- Groups for sections, group work or levels
- Communities for collaboration
- Assignment of course elements to individuals or groups
- Mobile app (iOS, Android)
- Recording of cross-platform audio and video

“\[I’ve found that the VLE is great for differentiation, I can also set individual assignments for individual students, which is great. I also now use a flipped learning approach\]\n
Juliet O’Callaghan
Lead Professional & Head of Psychology
Wootton Upper School

itslearning is your one-stop shop to organise and manage functions for creating and delivering courses, assessments, standards management, grades and more. With itslearning, everyone in your school system can work efficiently, collaborate and communicate – all in one, simple interface that works well on a variety of devices – from Chromebooks to tablets, and smartphones to laptops.